ETNYRE Chipspreaders
Built to be the best
Etnyre offers more

• Front wheel or four wheel drive
• More dependability, 
• More productivity,
• More capacity,
• More control,
• More options.
Computer controlled accuracy and the legendary Etnyre commitment to customer satisfaction.

- Efficient hydrostatic planetary drive. Front wheel or four wheel drive.
- Powerful Cummins diesel engine standard.
- Exclusive sliding seat and control module.
- Change spread width on the move with the exclusive Etnyre variable width spread hopper.
- Seamless speed control zero to full travel speed.
- High performance 24” wide conveyor belts deliver aggregate more efficiently.

- Exclusive Etnyre switch-on-the-go truck hitch.
- Dependable planetary axle with service brakes.
- Folding Bat Wing Rear receiving hopper provides increased aggregate capacity and easy clean out of hopper.
Etnyre offers more

- Higher Horsepower
- Longer Wheelbase
- Reduced Noise Level
- Soft Start Conveyors
- Side Mounted Radiator
- Reversing Fan
- Operator Controlled Auger and Conveyor Speed
- Weight Transfer Hitch
- Operator Stairs
- Larger Receiving Hopper
- Variable Height Hopper
Front wheel drive ChipSpreader with standard spread hopper

**Control Panel** provides clear view and easy control. Change from forward to reverse with one hand without clutching.

**Computer** maintains a uniform aggregate application even during changes in road speed. Stores five different application rates.

**Folding Bat Wing Rear Receiving Hopper** provides increased aggregate capacity and easy clean out of hopper. Facilitates easy change of aggregate types.

**Individual gate controls** on standard and variable width hoppers offer variable spread width operated from a remote operators panel.

**Variable height front hopper.** Raise and lower hopper to clear obstacles. Easier loading.

**Sliding operator station** provides the visibility and control to increase operating efficiency and reduce fatigue. Available with manual or powered control.

Photos and illustrations contain standard and optional equipment.
Change spread width on the move.

- No parts to add or subtract.
- One pass capability to 24' wide.
- No extra hopper extending beyond the spread width.
- Unbeatable transportation convenience.

The variable width hopper hydraulically extends and retracts while spreading to cover the entire road and shoulder in one pass. Width is adjusted with a switch. Controls are located at both the driver’s seat and in a mobile control panel located at the right front station.

Two independent spread hoppers. Width is variable on the left side, right side, or both sides at once.

The hoppers retract with the flip of a switch. Ready for transport only seconds after finishing a job. No need to empty hoppers or remove parts.

Available in four sizes:
- 9'/18' System, spreads 1' to 18'
- 10'/20' System, spreads 1' to 20'
- 11'/22' System, spreads 1' to 22'
- 12'/24' System, spreads 1' to 24'

Individual one foot power gates give the variable hopper flexibility and increased productivity.

Photos and illustrations contain standard and optional equipment.
### Standard ChipSpreader
- Fixed or Variable Width spread hoppers
- 2 wheel drive (optional 4 wheel drive)
- 260 HP Cummins QSL
- 24" conveyor belts
- 4" gates
- Optional front hopper raise and lower system
- 12" auger
- 385/65R22.5-L tires

### BIG ChipSpreader
- Variable Width spread hopper
- 4 wheel drive
- 280 HP Cummins QSL
- 30" conveyor belts
- 5" gates
- Optional front hopper raise and lower system
- 14" auger
- 425/65R22.5-L tires

Photos and illustrations contain standard and optional equipment.
E. D. Etnyre & Co., whose policy is one of continuous improvement, reserves the right to change specifications without notice. Photos and illustrations contain standard and optional equipment.

Request the following items for more information about Etnyre ChipSpreaders:
- A-208- Component Brochure
- A-202- Hydrostatic ChipSpreader Features
- V-201- Etnyre Hydrostatic Chipspreaders Video